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Overview
Excel Energy Group is an energy-efficient lighting specialty company focusing on lighting upgrades for schools,
governmental buildings, and hospitals as well as commercial and industrial facilities. We have upgraded over 14,000
facilities across the country since 1992 including over 1500 schools systems. What is unique about our business
model is that our customers have no out of pocket expense and we guarantee to pay 100% of the cost of the project
from their reduced electric bills. Of all the energy efficiency measures available to a customer, upgrading your lighting
is the one that will provide the greatest savings and quickest payback. At a time when managers are asked to do more
with less, a lighting project is a perfect example of doing improvements with no capital expense, but rather reallocating
money the district is already spending with the power company anyway. We will provide a free, no obligation engineer
and design of your lighting system throughout your facilities including interior, exterior, exit signs, wall packs,
occupancy sensors and lighting controls. If yours is a good project, meaning one that will pay for itself solely from
savings it generates, then we will bring you a proposal outlining the cost and savings, how we would finance the
project, how we will guarantee the project, and how we will install the project. We routinely make board presentations
and are happy to present to any administrators committee members or boards as may be desired. Typically our
projects are completely turnkey, meaning we audit, design, install, finance, guarantee, dispose of waste, and warranty.
The customer's only responsibility is essentially to coordinate access to the buildings. With the customer's approval, all
installations occur either after-hours, at night or on the weekends so as not to disturb any school functions. We always
self-perform your project with our own highly trained and experienced technicians. Most lamps and ballasts are
considered hazardous waste that must be disposed of properly; this is always included in our pricing. Please visit our
website for more information and a complete list of our references, www.excelenergygroup.com
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